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Abstract—A review of the current state of research of Fourier 
analysis as applied to the field of optical fibre sensing is presented. 
The implications that using Fourier based multiplexing schemes 
have on the requirements for sensor design and network 
configuration is discussed. The flexibility of Fourier techniques is 
also demonstrated, with the ability to profile the fringe visibility 
or chirp of an interference spectrum. Generalisations of Fourier 
analysis to wavelet and chirplet analyses and their relevance to 
optical fibre sensor networks are also discussed. 
 

Index Terms—Fourier transforms, harmonic analysis, 
multiplexing, optical fibre sensors. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
OURIER analysis is a particular branch of the more general 
field of harmonic analysis, and is used to analyse the 

individual harmonic frequencies that exist in a given space by 
means of the Fourier transform [1] which breaks up the space 
into its individual constituent sinusoidal components with their 
relative phases intact (Herein only formulae for the continuous 
representations will be presented; the discrete versions being 
easily derived from them): 
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The Fourier transform is traditionally used in optical sensing, as 
is the case for many conventional measurement technologies, 
for the interpretation of the, normally time varying, measured 
data. Periodic, or quasi-periodic, signals are isolated by the 
corresponding basis function (i.e. the exponential in the 
integrand) of eqn. (1); allowing an analysis of the constituent 
frequency components and their relative phases. Applications 
of this can be found in areas such as speech recognition using 
an acoustic sensor, determining gas concentrations with a 
chemical sensor and closed loop controlled system where tasks 
such as automatic alignment or damping of vibration is desired. 
This use of the Fourier transform as a standard signal 
processing tool is already well established forming the core 
material for many signal processing texts. 
 
However, when the domain variable, z, represents wavelength 
or wavenumber, it can be seen that the Fourier transform can 
also be applied to the analysis of interferometric sensors, such 

 
 

as Fabry-Perot [2], Sagnac [3], Mach-Zehnder [4]-[5] and 
Michelson interferometers [6], where the transmission and 
reflection spectrum is a periodic (and, in the case of all but that 
of the Fabry-Perot, sinusoidal) function of the wavenumber at 
zero dispersion. This paper presents a review of such a use of 
Fourier analysis for optical fibre sensors; extending further on 
the material previously presented in [7]. 
 
Fourier processing can either be performed electronically or 
optically. Digital signal processing has the benefits of greater 
flexibility, whereas, an all optical system has the benefit of 
processing at speed faster than can be possibly achieved using 
electronics. Nevertheless, the development of computational 
algorithms which reduce the number of operations from scaling 
as O(N2) to O(NlogN) [8] and further numerical packages such 
as FFTW (Fastest Fourier Transform in the West) [9] as well as 
rapid advances made to computational processing speeds and 
the ability for these algorithms to be parallel processed (which 
reduces the time to O(log2N) [10] and the throughput to O(logN) 
[11]) allow for fast enough computation to satisfy the needs of 
most sensing applications. 
 
The two basic measurements that can be made using Fourier 
analysis are spectral shifts and periodicity measurements. The 
dual Fourier relations governing this are: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) zsiesFsFzzfzf δπδ 2−→⇔−→  (2) 
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Assuming that g(z) is a real valued function (thus G(s) is 
hermitian and |G(s)|=|G(-s)|), the shift and period can be 
extracted from the respective phase and magnitude spectra of 
the Fourier domain as: 
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This method of measuring the shift and periodicity provides 
much more accurate measurements than conventional 
techniques that use peak detection, differentiation and zero 
crossing [12], etc. These conventional techniques have intrinsic  
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errors that cannot deal with situations where the peak is very 
flat, there is significant sidelobes around the peak, or when 
there is a skew effect due to the envelope of an interferometer 
[13]. The approach of eqn. (5), which exploits the symmetry in 
the Fourier domain, makes maximal usage of the available data; 
providing even greater accuracy than making use of the 
corresponding conventional techniques in the Fourier domain. 
Like all good wavelength based measurements, eqns. (4) and (5) 
are invariant of changes to the light source power (due to eqn. 
(4) being only dependent on the phase spectrum and eqn. (5) 
being self-referencing). 
 
In recent years Fourier analysis has been increasingly used to 
improve the performance and multiplexing capabilities of 
grating based sensor networks [14]-[25]; devices that it is not 
so naturally suited to as was the case for interferometric 
sensors. This has come about in part by an increase in 
fundamental research into the inverse scattering problem that 
has assisted in the design of non-uniform grating structures. 
This has in turn enabled the production of fibre gratings with 
virtually arbitrary transmission spectra and group delay to meet 
the demands of advancing optical communications and sensing 
technologies. Although not all inverse scattering algorithms 
make use of Fourier analysis, the wider category of 
representation theory is common to all, and a complete 
overview of this field that is fundamental to understanding fibre 
grating technology will be looked at in section II. Section III, 
following it, will look at how Fourier techniques have enabled 
new and improved sensor multiplexing technologies and 
section IV will look at some further techniques to which 
Fourier analysis has recently been applied in optical fibre 
sensor systems. 
 
As grating based sensors are not periodic, but rather have 
localised spectra, the use of Fourier analysis, which makes use 
of periodic non-localised basis functions e2πis, is not necessarily 
the best approach. Wavelet transforms, which have localised 
basis functions, have been applied to the demodulation of fibre 
sensor signals [25]-[27]. An overview of the theory and 
techniques of wavelet transformation will be presented and 
further discussion as to its relevance to optical sensing will be 
given in section V. 

II. SYNTHESIS AND RECONSTRUCTION 

A. Inverse Problems in fibre grating devices 
 
The response of a fibre optic sensor is dependent on the 
influence of the measurand at each point along its length and, 
for distributed sensing, it is often desirable to know how the 
measurand induced variations vary across the sensors length. 
This is the reconstruction problem, where e.g. a measured 
spectrum is used to determine the structure of a sensor. A 
similar problem is the synthesis problem, where a desired 

spectrum is used to determine what the structure of the sensor 
needs to be in order to achieve it. These inverse problems are 
traditionally carried out using the approach of Gel’fand, 
Levitan and Marchenko (GLM) [28]-[29], who used integral 
equations to determine the form of a differential equation (DE) 
based on its boundary conditions: 
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0
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 (6) 

where f is a Fourier function determined by the boundary 
conditions of the DE (the scattering data) and K is an 
integration kernel used in expressing the Jost solution of the DE 
in terms of travelling waves (from which the scattering 
potential can be determined). Using such an approach yields a 
solution; however, performing the numerical integration is 
computationally demanding and ideally requires some form of 
optimisation to speed up the process. 
 
The coupled mode equations: 
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can arise in the solution of the Cauchy problem of the cubic 
Schrödinger equation [30], which has led to their description as 
the “Zakharov-Shabat system” (ZS) in the context of inverse 
scattering. In this case, inverse scattering attempts to find the 
function q from a knowledge of the boundary conditions of A 
and B. Expressing eqn. (7) as a matrix equation, and making the 
required modifications to eqn. (6) to put it in a coupled 
vectorial form gives for the counter-propagating (+q) case: 
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f(x,y) in this context is the Fourier transform of the complex 
reflection coefficient (plus integration around zeros in the 
appropriate complex half plane) and is only necessarily of one 
variable, x+y. The coupling coefficient q(z) can be found from 
the lower term of the integration kernel as [30]: 
 ( ) ( )tzKzq
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The GLM-ZS approach can be greatly improved in terms of 
computational speed by making use of the inherent causality 
that occurs within the ZS system. Let us discretise the optical 
device into several “layers” where q is piecewise constant (the 
so called Goupillaud medium). The GLM equations make use 
of Hardy spaces, i.e. the response of a medium must be 
quiescent (have zero signal) before an initial impulse at t=0. 
Due to this, the initial response for the counter-propagating 
case at t=0 must be entirely due to the first layer of the device 
and the initial response for the co-propagating case at time 
t=Nτf must be due to propagation along the fast mode only (N 
layers of time τf). For the case in reflection, iteration continues  
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one layer at a time (as is shown in fig. 1); the coupling constants 
of previously evaluated layers determining the truncated 
impulse response, the mismatch of which with the measured 
response in turn determines the coupling constant of the new 
layer. For the case in transmission things are more complicated 
due to all the layers being interrelated. 
 
This approach is known as a layer peeling algorithm. It was 
devised by geophysicists Robinson [31] and Goupillaud [32] 
who applied it to the determination of seismic structure. Several 
different layer peeling methods have been developed for the ZS 
system for the case of Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs) [33]-[36] 
and Long Period Gratings (LPGs) [37]. When properly 
optimised, the number of computational operations for these 
algorithms scales as O(N2). These methods are known as the 
time-frequency domain layer peeling (TFDLP) method ([33] 
with enhancements given in [38]), the frequency domain layer 
peeling (FDLP) method [34], the time domain layer peeling 
(TDLP) method [35] and the integral layer peeling (ILP) 
method [36]. The latter of these is actually a hybrid method 
between taking the approach of layer peeling and performing 
the numerical integration of the GLM equations. Another 
recent approach, known as the Toeplitz inner-bordering (TIB) 
method ([39] with enhancements given in [40]), solves the 
GLM equations, but makes use of the inherent Toeplitz 
symmetry of the matrix equations involved in order to achieve 
the required O(N2) number of operations for fast processing. 

 
Fig. 1. Schematic of a layer peeling process for the counter-propagating case, 

where scattering events are represented as a discrete lattice of dots in space and 
time (∆t is the propagation time between layers). Arrows pointing diagonally up 
and to the right indicate the forward propagation in time, and building up of, the 
truncated impulse response, Arrows pointing diagonally down and to the right 

indicate the back propagation of the actual impulse response. Where these 
intersect at a lattice point, the coupling constant (and those of all lattice points 
vertically above as it doesn’t change with time – arrows pointing up) can be 

determined provided the arrows have propagated along a path of lattice points  

 

of known coupling constants. Iteration thus continues scanning up and to the 
right. 

Apart from being inherently part of the structure of the GLM 
equations (in the theory of Hardy spaces and detemining the 
function f), Fourier analysis plays a strong role for the case of 
algorithms that exhibit a time-frequency domain, or just a pure 
frequency domain, approach. The impulse response and the 
reflection spectrum are related by a Fourier transform linking 
the frequency domain expression of the reflectivities of the 
layers already determined to the time domain expression of the 
reflectivity of the layers up to the one yet to be determined. This 
is equivalent to the zeroing in process in t and z of the limit in 
eqn. (9). 
 
Errors involved in layer peeling come from the errors involved 
in processing each layer and generally accumulate 
exponentially [35],[41]. A comparison of the FDLP, TFDLP 
and TDLP methods tested in [42] shows that the amount of 
error accumulation is much less for the case of time domain 
methods indicating that the majority of this error comes from 
trigonometric calculations involved in the FFT. As a result it is 
expected that frequency domain methods will be phased out of 
use as numerical algorithms, though they will still likely remain 
of use for understanding the process of inverse scattering. The 
TIB method is still relatively untested, but due to the inherent 
numerical stability and lack of simplifying assumptions made 
could be expected to replace the layer peeling methods entirely. 

B. Reconstruction: Finding the location of a measurand 
 
Reconstruction plays a role in sensing in that it allows one to 
determine the spatial variation of the measurand(s), giving 
more of a measure of distributed sensing rather than just 
treating the fibre sensors as point sensors. Due to having less 
reconstruction error [35], as well as being more readily able to 
apply simplifying assumptions, chirped gratings (where the 
resonant wavelength varies across the length of the grating) are 
most often employed in these situations. Such assumptions are 
often needed in order to achieve real time processing by 
reducing the computational time down from an order O(N2) 
process to one of order O(N) and/or increasing the data 
collection rate of the swept wavelength system by eliminating 
the need for phase measurements (e.g. [43],[44]). Applications 
where reconstruction has played a role in determining the 
spatial variation of a measurand include distributed strain and 
temperature sensing [45], crack monitoring in concrete and 
composite structures [46], fatigue and wear monitoring in 
industrial process control [47], as well as characterising the 
photosensitivity of fibres used in fabricating the FBG sensors 
[48]-[49]. 
 
For the case of grating synthesis, the uniqueness of the solution 
is not a problem, because any solution will suffice. However, 
for the case of reconstruction, if there are multiple (or an  
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infinite number of) inverse solutions to a given set of scattered 
data then one can potentially be grossly mistaken by 
determining the measurand based on one of these. This is more 
of a problem for LPGs than for FBGs as FBGs only require the 
complex reflection spectrum in order to uniquely reconstructed 
them (the complex transmission spectrum can be derived due to 
conservation of energy and causality [50]), whereas LPGs 
require both the complex core-to-core and core-to-cladding 
transmission coefficients (the latter of which is very difficult to 
obtain experimentally). It has been shown, though, that by 
altering the system architecture a reconstruction can be 
performed using only a complex core-to-core transmission 
spectrum measurement [51]. 

III. MULTIPLEXING 
 
The Fourier series forms an orthogonal basis on the measured 
data set. A component of the Fourier spectrum that is unique to 
one sensor will allow that sensor to be monitored using 
orthogonal detection, in the idealised sense without crosstalk 
from any other sensors that occupy the same wavelength or 
time channel [52]. The Fourier domain can thus be divided up 
like the wavelength domain is for Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (WDM); an example of which is shown in fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2. Domain division access for multiplexing in the wavelength domain and 

its Fourier dual domain. 

 
In order to fit within the grid of a multiplexing model, such as 
the type shown in fig. 2, the sensor will not only be constrained 
in terms of wavelength and bandwidth, but also in terms of a 
certain type of spectral shape due to limitations in the Fourier 
domain. The transmission spectrum of a FBG that satisfies the  
 

 
 
 
requirements to be multiplexed and demultiplexed using 
Fourier decomposition is given by [15] as: 
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Fig. 3. Grating profile for j=1. 

where j is the channel number that the grating will appear in the 
Fourier domain, δλ is the detuning from the resonant 
wavelength, L is the transmission dip depth of the FBG, d is a 
parameter related to the sampling resolution and the maximum 
channel capacity and η and ζ are variables governing the 
guardband widths. Applying a layer peeling algorithm [38] to 
this gives the spatial variation of the index perturbation as is 
shown in fig. 3 for the case of j=1. It should be noted that 
fabrication constraints will cause a deviation from this idealised 
structure. Furthermore, differential measurand variations can 
have a large effect on the stability of the spectrum [53], though 
for certain applications this may prove to be useful. 

The Fourier transform operates on linear vector spaces and 
as such requires the spectrum (which is a product of the SU(2) 
transmission matrices) to be linearised first. The best to which 
this can be achieved is by making a scalar approximation 
(which ignores multiple scattering) and conjugating as [15]: 

 ( ){ } ( ){ }jRj DRDX 2log: 2→  (11) 
The spectrum can then be transformed and analysed. 

Modifying eqn. (4), the change in wavelength can be 
determined as [15]: 
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where ∆λ is the width of the WDM channel, the tan-1 function 
includes phase unwrapping and the expectation value brackets 
“<…>” denote a suitable weighted average over the peak in the 
magnitude spectrum of the Fourier domain corresponding to 
the grating (this method of weighting gives less error than say a 
linear regression [54] which is more sensitive to the end points 
where the phase error is greater due to the reduced level of the 
magnitude spectrum). The accuracy of eqn. (12) is only 
dependent on the grating bandwidth and as such is superior to 
other techniques such as peak detection and zero crossing, etc.,  
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where flat regions of the grating spectrum or skew effects [13] 
may cause errors. 

 
Fig. 4. Peaks in the Fourier domain allowing the identification of 8 sensors 

multiplexed with the same nominal Bragg wavelength (The peak of the seventh 
sensor isn’t depleted as much as neighboring peaks as its Bragg wavelength is 
perturbed by the measurand so that it only partially overlaps the bandwidth of 

the other sensors) [17] 

 
For the case where eqn. (11) is not applied, 5 weakly reflecting 
narrowband gratings [20] and 50 weakly reflecting gratings 
occupying the entire C band (thus being incompatible with 
WDM) [21] have been multiplexed using a Fourier based 
multiplexing. With eqn. (11) applied, 8 strongly reflecting 
gratings with more localised spectra have been multiplexed 
(see fig. 4) [17], but with the potential to easily extend to a total 
network of 64 sensors using WDM. As such, large sensor 
counts suitable for applications such as monitoring large scale 
structures can be achieved. This degree of multiplexing brings 
down the cost per unit sensor such that optical sensing is able to 
compete with conventional sensing technologies as an 
economically viable technology. 
 
Crosstalk occurs between sensors when there is a mixing of the 
signal between two sensors that is not properly separated 
during demultiplexing. This can come about from two causes. 
Firstly, the fabrication of the grating may be non-ideal; with a 
sensor having a Fourier spectrum that overlaps a component (or 
range of components) of the Fourier spectrum that is used for 
detection of another sensor. Secondly, nonlinearities caused by 
the sensor network architecture can cause frequency 
components of one or more sensors to mix giving a frequency 
that corresponds to another sensor [55]. 
 
In both cases crosstalk generally occurs from a sensor with 
lower Fourier frequencies to sensors of higher Fourier 
frequencies [16], in the former case as non-ideal fabrication 
generally causes higher harmonics in the Fourier domain to 
appear, and in the latter case as the nonlinear mixing of sensors 
favours higher frequency generation [55]. In the former case 
the crosstalk is significantly less than what a simplistic  

 
 
quantitative analysis obtained from performing a relative 
measurement of the overlap integral of the Fourier spectrum of 
the two sensors would suggest [56]. Further research into this is 
ongoing. For the latter case, a statistical study of the crosstalk 
error for various sensor network sizes and sensor reflectivities 
has been performed and is presented in fig. 5. To achieve error 
levels below a moderate value of 10µε on a realistic system, it 
is shown that it is impossible to extend the sensor network 
capacity beyond 20 sensors. 

 
Fig. 5. Expected Crosstalk Error for various FBG sensor network sizes and 

sensor reflectivities (legend in dBs) [55]. 

IV. OTHER USES 
Fourier transformation is not just useful for determining the 
movement of sinusoidal components in a given spectrum; it can 
also be used to extract information based on changes in the 
nature of those components. Sinusoidal signals can be 
amplitude or phase modulated and both changes to the 
amplitude as well as nonlinear changes to the phase can both be 
extracted from a signal using Fourier analysis. 

A. Visibility of Fringes 
 
A number of evanescent sensors make use of gratings with 
in-line Michelson, Mach-Zehnder or ring structures [57]-[59], 
with one mode propagating as the guided core mode and the 
other as one of the cladding modes. Losses to the cladding 
mode leave less power to cause interference and thus reduce the 
visibility of fringes. 

As: 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]ksksvskv ++−+→+ δδδλπ
2

2cos1  (13) 

the visibility can thus be reconstructed from the magnitude 
spectrum of the Fourier domain as twice the area of either the 
positive or negative frequency peak corresponding to the 
interference divided by the area of the zero frequency peak: 
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The area is used as the visibility of fringes will generally vary 
across a spectrum, in which case the value of v on the RHS of 
eqn. (13) is different to that of the LHS (related by Fourier  
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transformation) and acts by convolution rather than 
multiplication. As the visibility is expected to vary slowly with 
the spectrum, its dual representation on the RHS should be 
localised enough that there will be no overlap with the zero 
frequency delta function and the area thus provides an effective 
mean of the visibility spectrum. 
 
This provides a very stable mechanism for determining 
measurand changes as it inherently has both amplitude and 
phase invariance. The measured sensor spectrum consists of an 
envelope amplitude spectrum multiplied by the interference 
term; i.e. the LHS of eqn. (13). In the dual domain the 
transform of this envelope spectrum (and variations thereof) 
acts on the RHS of eqn. (13) by convolution. Provided the 
transform is sufficiently compact that the broadening does not 
cause the zero frequency and interference peaks to overlap, the 
two peaks can still be distinctly identified. As convolution is 
area preserving, the division of areas of the peaks in eqn. (14) is 
invariant to the amplitude spectrum and thus to any instabilities 
in the light source. 
 
The phase invariance of the visibility of fringes measurement 
comes about as a result of only requiring the magnitude 
spectrum, which in eqn. (2) is unchanged. There is even greater 
phase stability in that, although the value of k is needed to 
locate the window over which to determine the area of the 
interference peak, if the peak is confined well enough within 
this window then small changes in k are also not going to affect 
the visibility measurement. The visibility measurement is thus 
stable against any spectral shifts, which is a particular issue 
when using LPGs or other devices with a high degree of cross 
sensitivity. 
 
There is, however, a deterioration of the measured value of the 
visibility of fringes if chirp is introduced into eqn. (13). 
Spectrally, nonlinearities in the argument of the cosine 
interference can be examined by expanding them as a Fourier 
series of terms that apply frequency modulation to the base 
frequency k, which in turn expand by the Jacobi-Anger 
expression as a series of Bessel valued sidebands. This process 
of splitting into all these terms does not in general preserve area 
(by Parseval’s theorem it is the square of the magnitude that is 
conserved), and as a result it may be better to opt for a root 
mean square approach for the expectation values of eqn. (14) in 
cases where there may be a significant amount of chirp present. 
Alternatively, the chirp can be quantitatively analysed (as listed 
below) and used to compensate for the depletion of the 
measurement of the visibility of fringes. 
 
An example application of visibility of fringes measurements is 
shown in fig. 6, where the humidity can be monitored from a 
pair of LPGs (arranged as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer) 
with a hydrogel coating between them which alters the cladding  

 
 
 
mode. It has been shown for this sensor that measurements 
based on the visibility of fringes provide a much greater 
linearity and repeatability than measurements based on the 
wavelength shift [60]. 

 
Fig. 6. Change in fringe visibility for a cascaded LPG based humidity sensor. 

 
Similarly, visibility of fringes measurements have been used to 
accurately measure the external refractive index from a pair of 
blazed FBGs (arranged as a mono-directional ring cavity) [59].  
 
As such it can be seen that visibility measurements using 
Fourier techniques form a greatly useful and highly stable 
method to demodulate signals, particularly from evanescent 
fibre sensors. 

B. Chirp and Dispersion 
 
Chirp, which appears as a nonlinear dependence of the phase of 
a sinusoidal interference upon wavelength can also be 
measured by developing inverse solutions such as eqn. (4), but 
based on the Fourier relations: 
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where eqn. (15) shows the transform of a linear chirp (with 
phase quadratic in wavelength) and eqn. (16) that of a quadratic 
chirp (with phase cubic in wavelength). The RHS of eqn. (15) 
can easily be solved for k2, whereas that of eqn. (16) requires a 
numerical approach to determine k3. 
 
Chirp can be caused by various forms of dispersion in the fibre 
or due to time lag effects within the component that provides 
the splitting and recombination of the interference. Even where 
there is no dispersive effect, chirp will be seen in an 
interferogram for the case where the measurand is changing 
during the period of time it takes to scan over the wavelength 
range. Thus a measurement of chirp can be used as a means to 
determine what effect a measurand has upon the dispersion in a  
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fibre, or as a self-evaluating test of the quality of experimental 
control exercised. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Fourier spectrum of a Sagnac interferometer made from highly 
birefringent photonic crystal fibre showing significant broadening due to linear 
chirp and partial asymmetry due to quadratic chirp. 

 
An example of a Fourier spectrum of an interferometer with a 
high degree of nonlinearity (a Sagnac interferometer using 
highly birefringent photonic crystal fibre) is shown in fig. 7. 
The presence of such higher order nonlinearities creates a 
broadening of the peaks measured in the Fourier domain (with 
the exception of the zero frequency peak, whose width only 
depends on the envelope spectrum). The asymmetric odd order 
terms will also shift the apparent location of the peak, whether 
this is visually determined or evaluated using eqn (5). 
Performing an analysis of the higher order terms allows for a 
more accurate depiction of the interferometric effects in the 
sensors and ultimately an improved analysis of the 
measurand(s). 

V. WAVELET ANALYSIS 
 
Where Fourier analysis is part of a wider field known as 
harmonic analysis, which allows analysis to be performed on 
more generalised spaces than L2 (i.e. the space spanning the 
square integrable functions) used by Fourier analysis, harmonic 
analysis is part of a wider field known as representation theory 
where the restrictions are looser and allow for a wider variety of 
tools. Instead of projecting onto the space spanned by e2πis 
(each component of which is infinitely spread out in time unlike 
any realistic signals), wavelet transforms project to a family of 
functions given by dilations and translations of coherent states 
(the wavelet) that have a measure of localisation in both time 
and frequency [61]. 
 
The wavelet transform grew out of studies of the affine group 
[62] and engineering developments in designing quadrature 
mirror filter banks [63]. The main goal of these developments 
was to design filter banks that would allow signals to be 
multiplexed and demultiplexed without any alteration of the 
signal as a result of this process. For this to happen, certain  

 
 
 
conditions need to be met by the filter banks [64]. The wavelets 
that correspond to filter banks in general form non-orthogonal 
basis sets (with a few exceptions, such as the Daubechies 
wavelets), which means that the reconstruction is not 
necessarily unique and thus the reconstructed signal may be 
different from the original signal. 
 
One of the intrinsic properties about wavelet based 
reconstructions is their multi-resolution capability [65]-[66]. 
Wavelets corresponding to higher frequencies are obtained by 
dilation to a smaller size, which also gives them the ability to 
resolve at a finer scale in the time domain. This is generally 
more useful for applications such as speech and other forms of 
acoustics, where the varying resolution scale corresponds more 
realistically to the way in which the human ear perceives sound. 
However, it is also a useful property for the transmission and 
analysis of signals in general. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Multiresolution domain division access for multiplexing in the 
wavelength domain and a dual domain based on wavelet decomposition. 

 
An application of the multiresolution capability of wavelets (in 
this case in the form of a binary tree decomposition) to 
multiplexing would alter the domain representation from that 
given in fig. 2 to what is shown in fig. 8. The measurement 
range and accuracy can be seen to vary between the different 
vertical wavelet levels. In the higher levels there is not much 
space in the wavelength for the sensors to operate over, but 
there are a lot of data points in the inverse domain to accurately 
determine any shifts. The contrary is the case for lower levels. 
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Tailoring of the distribution and shape of the wavelet windows 
is also possible by controlling the scaling of the wavelets. This 
gives a multiplexed sensor network based on wavelet 
decomposition the flexibility to tailor the performance of 
individual sensors in the network to match the various 
measurement needs associated with the given application that 
can vary from point to point and with different measurands. 
One thing to note, though, is that there are also heavier 
restrictions on the amount of useable spectral space due to 
potential overlaps of the generally wide-in-inverse-wavelength 
DC peaks of high level sensors with windows of lower level 
sensors. For the case of sensors with a large amount of chirp in 
their interference spectrum mentioned above (and particularly 
sensors having increasing chirp with inverse wavelength) the 
DC peak is proportionally much narrower (see fig. 7) and such 
a distribution would make an ideal fit. 
 
Further generalisations of the wavelet transform have also been 
made, e.g. the chirplet transform [67], where the family of 
functions is extended to allow variations in chirp along with the 
existing translation and dilation operations of the mother 
wavelet. This can be used for tailoring of the wavelet windows 
of fig. 8 to tilt off axis (as can be done with the fractional 
Fourier transform to that of fig. 2) as well as providing a more 
natural basis for analysing chirped signals. Wavelet and 
chirplet approaches, for instance, allow one to more naturally 
perform intra-grating sensing on chirped gratings; monitoring 
changes in the measurand(s) along the length of the fibre. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
A review of Fourier theory applied to the field fibre optic 
sensing was presented. Areas of multiplexing, grating design 
and various spectral analyses were covered. 
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